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Abstract. Recently, there is an increasing demand for automatically
detecting anatomical landmarks which provide rich structural information to facilitate subsequent medical image analysis. Current methods
related to this task often leverage the power of deep neural networks,
while a major challenge in fine tuning such models in medical applications arises from insufficient number of labeled samples. To address this,
we propose to regularize the knowledge transfer across source and target
tasks through cross-task representation learning. The proposed method
is demonstrated for extracting facial anatomical landmarks which facilitate the diagnosis of fetal alcohol syndrome. The source and target tasks
in this work are face recognition and landmark detection, respectively.
The main idea of the proposed method is to retain the feature representations of the source model on the target task data, and to leverage
them as an additional source of supervisory signals for regularizing the
target model learning, thereby improving its performance under limited
training samples. Concretely, we present two approaches for the proposed
representation learning by constraining either final or intermediate model
features on the target model. Experimental results on a clinical face image dataset demonstrate that the proposed approach works well with few
labeled data, and outperforms other compared approaches.
Keywords: Anatomical landmark detection · Knowledge transfer
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Introduction

Accurate localization of anatomical landmarks plays an important role for medical image analysis and applications such as image registration and shape analysis [3]. It also has the potential to facilitate the early diagnosis of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) [11]. An FAS diagnosis requires the identification of at
least 2 of 3 cardinal facial features; a thin upper lip, a smooth philtrum and
a reduced palpebral fissure length (PFL) [10], which means that even a small
inaccuracy in the PFL measurement can easily result in misdiagnosis. Conventional approaches for extracting anatomical landmarks mostly rely on manual
examination, which is tedious and subject to inter-operator variability. To automate landmark detection, recent methods in computer vision [16, 22, 25] and
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medical image analysis [3, 11, 26] have extensively relied on convolutional neural
networks (CNN) for keypoint regression. Although these models have achieved
promising performance, this task still remains challenging especially when handling the labeled data scarcity in medical domain, due to expensive and inefficient
annotation process. Transfer learning, in particular fine-tuning pre-trained models from similar domains have been widely used to help reduce over-fitting by
providing a better initialization [17]. However, merely fine-tuning the existing
parameters may arguably lead to a suboptimal local minimum for the target
task, because much knowledge of the pre-trained model in the feature space is
barely explored [13, 14]. To address this, we explore the following question: Is it
possible to leverage the abundant knowledge from a domain-similar source task to
guide or regularize the training of the target task with limited training samples?
We investigate this hypothesis via cross-task representation learning, where
“cross-task” here means that the learning process is made between the source and
target tasks with different objectives. In this work, the proposed cross-task representation learning approach is illustrated for localizing anatomical landmarks
in clinical face images to facilitate early recognition of fetal alcohol syndrome [1],
where the source and target tasks are face recognition and landmark detection.
Intuitively, the proposed representation learning is interpreted as preserving feature representations of a source classification model on the target task data,
which serves as a regularization constraint for learning the landmark detector.
Two approaches for the proposed representation learning are developed by constraining either final or intermediate network features on the target model.

Related Work. Current state-of-art methods formulate the landmark detection as a CNN based regression problem, including two main frameworks: direct
coordinate regression [6,24] and heatmap regression [16,22]. Heatmap regression
usually outperforms its counterpart as it preserves high spatial resolution during
regression. In medical imaging, several CNN architectures have been developed
based on attention mechanisms [3, 26], and cascaded processing [23] for the enhancement of anatomical landmark detection. However, the proposed learning
approach in this paper focuses on internally enriching the feature representations
for the keypoint localization without complicating the network design.
Among existing knowledge transfer approaches, fine-tuning [22], as a standard practice initializes from a pre-trained model and shifts its original capability towards a target task, where a small learning rate is often applied and some
model parameters may need to be frozen to avoid overfitting. However, empirically modifying the existing parameters may not generalize well over the small
training dataset. Knowledge distillation originally proposed for model compression [9] is also related to knowledge transfer. This technique has been successfully extended and applied to various applications, including hint learning [20],
incremental learning [5, 15], privileged learning [4], domain adaptation [7] and
human expert knowledge distillation [19]. These distillation methods focused on
training a compact model by operating the knowledge transfer across the same
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tasks [9, 19, 20]. However, our proposed learning approach aims to regularize the
transfer learning across different tasks.
Contributions. We propose a new deep learning framework for anatomical
landmark detection under limited training samples. The main contributions are:
(1) we propose a cross-task representation learning approach whereby the feature
representations of a pre-trained classification model are leveraged for regularizing
the optimization of landmark detection. (2) We present two approaches for the
proposed representation learning by constraining either final or intermediate
network features on the target task data. In addition, a cosine similarity inspired
by metric learning is adopted as a regularization loss to transfer the relational
knowledge between tasks. (3) We experimentally show that the proposed learning
approach performs well in anatomical landmark detection with limited training
samples and is superior to standard transfer learning approaches.

2

Method

In this section, we first present the problem formulation of anatomical landmark
detection, and then describe the design of the proposed cross-task representation
learning to address this task.
2.1

Problem Formulation

In this paper, our target task is anatomical landmark detection, which aims
to localize a set of pre-defined anatomical landmarks given a facial image. Let
t
Dt = {Iti , pti }N
i=1 be the training dataset with Nt pairs of training samples in
the target domain. Iti ∈ RH×W ×3 represents a 2D RGB image with height H
and width W , pti = [(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xK , yK )] ∈ R2×K denotes the corresponding labeled landmark coordinates, and K is the number of anatomical
landmarks (K = 14). We formulate this task using heatmap regression, inspired
by its recent success in keypoint localization [16, 22]. Following prior work [16],
we downscale the labeled coordinates to 1/4 of the input size (pti = pti /4), and
then transform them to a set of heatmaps Gti ∈ R(H/4)×(W/4)×K . Each heatmap
gkt ∈ R(H/4)×(W/4) , k ∈ {1, ..., K} is defined as a 2D Gaussian kernel centered
on the k-th landmark coordinate (xk , yk ). The (a, b) entry of gkt is computed as
2
2
k)
), where σ denotes the kernel width (σ = 1.5
gkt (a, b) = exp(− (a−xk )2σ+(b−y
2
pixels). Consequently, the goal is to learn a network which regresses each input
t
image to a set of heatmaps, based on the updated dataset Dt = {Iti , Gti }N
i=1 .
For this regression problem, most state-the-of-the-art methods [22,25] follow
the encoder-decoder design, in which a pre-trained network (e.g. ResNet50 [8]) is
usually utilized in the encoder for feature extraction, and then the entire network
or only the decoder is fine-tuned during training. However, due to the limited
number of training samples in our case, merely relying on standard fine-tuning
may not always provide a good localization accuracy. Therefore, we present the
proposed solution to address this problem in the next section.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of proposed approaches for learning the anatomical landmark detection models, where (a) presents the regularization constraint on the final layer output
(LCD ), and (b) is to constrain the predictions on the encoder output (LED ).

2.2

Cross-Task Representation Learning

Overview. Fig. 1 depicts the overall design of the proposed cross-task representation learning approach. Firstly, the source model pre-trained on a face
classification task is operated in the inference mode to predict rich feature representations from either classification or intermediate layers for the target task
data. The target model is then initialized from the source model and extended
with a task-specific decoder for the task of landmark detection (LR ). Obtained
feature representations are then transferred by regularization losses (LCD or
LED ) for regularizing the target model learning.
Source Model. We consider a pre-trained face classification network as our
source model, since generic facial representations generated from this domainsimilar task have been demonstrated to be helpful for other facial analysis [21].
Formally, let Sθ1 ,θ2 : RH×W ×3 → RC be the source network for a face classification task with C classes, where θ1 and θ2 are the learnable parameters. The
network consists of a feature extractor (encoder) fθs1 : RH×W ×3 → Rd and a classifier gθs2 : Rd → RC , where d denotes the dimensionality of the encoder output.
A cross-entropy loss is typically used to train the network Sθ1 ,θ2 := gθs2 (fθs1 (I))
which maps a facial image to classification scores based on a rich labeled dataset
Ds . In practice, we adopt a pre-trained ResNet-50 [8] model from VGGFace2 [2]
for the source network. Other available deep network architectures could also be
utilized for this purpose.
Target Model. For the task of heatmap regression, the target network Tθ1 ,θ2 is
firstly initialized from the pre-trained source network. We then follow the design
of [22], employing three deconvolutional layers after the encoder output fθt1 (I) to
recover the desired spatial resolution, where each layer has the dimension of 256
and 4 × 4 kernel with the stride of 2. Finally, a 1 × 1 convolutional layer is added
to complete this task-specific decoder htθ3 (fθt1 (I)) : Rd → R(H/4)×(W/4)×K . The
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Fig. 2. Illustration of proposed framework for testing landmark detection models.

primary learning objective is to minimize the following loss between the decoder
outputs and the labeled heatmaps,
LR =

Nt
1 X
Gti − htθ3 (fθt1 (Iti ))
Nt i=1

2
F

(1)

where F denotes the Frobenius norm.
Regularized Knowledge Transfer. Motivated by knowledge distillation, we
aim to regularize the network training by directly acquiring the source model’s
predictions for the target task data Dt , which are further transferred through a
regularization loss LD . Hence, the total loss is defined as,
L = LR + λLD

(2)

where λ is a weighting parameter. If λ = 0, the knowledge transfer becomes
standard fine-tuning, as no regularization is included.
For the design of LD , we firstly consider constraining the distance between
the final layer outputs of the two networks, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Similar to the
distillation loss in [9], we use a temperature parameter µ with sof tmax function
to smooth the predictions, but the original cross-entropy function is replaced by
the following term,
LCD =

 s s t 
 t t t 
Nt
g (f (Ii ))
g (f (Ii ))
1 X
sof tmax θ2 θ1
− sof tmax θ2 θ1
Nt i=1
µ
µ

2

.

(3)

2

The purpose of this design of LCD is to directly align the facial embeddings
between instances, instead of preserving the original classification ability.
Moreover, we consider matching the features maps produced from both encoders as another choice, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Motivated by the work in [18],
we adopt the cosine similarity for the feature alignment as described below,
LED = 1 −

Nt
X

cos(fθs1 (Iti ), fθt1 (Iti )).

(4)

i=1

We conjecture that penalizing higher-order angular differences in this context
would help transfer the relational information across different tasks, and also give
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more flexibility for the target model learning. Besides, both regularization terms
can be combined together to regularize the learning process. Different approaches
of the proposed learning strategy will be evaluated in the experimental section.
During inference, as shown in Fig. 2, only the trained target model is used
to infer the heatmaps, and each of them is further processed via an argmax
function to obtain final landmark locations.

3

Experiments

3.1

Dataset and Implementation Details

We evaluate the proposed approach for extracting facial anatomical landmarks.
Images used for training and test datasets were collected by the Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD)3 , a global multidisciplinary consortium focused on furthering the understanding of FASD. It
contains subjects from 4 sites across the USA, aged between 4 and 18 years.
Each subject was imaged using a commercially available static 3D photogrammetry system from 3dMD4 . For this study, we utilize the high-resolution 2D
images captured during 3D acquisition, which are used as UV mapped textures
for the 3D surfaces.
Specifically, we acquired in total 1549 facial images annotated by an expert,
and randomly split them into training/validation set (80%), and test set (20%).
All the images were cropped and resized to 256×256 for the network training and
evaluation. Standard data augmentation was performed with randomly horizontal flip (50%) and scaling (0.8). During training, the Adam optimizer [12] was
used for the optimization with the mini-batch size of 2 for 150 epochs. A polynomial decay learning rate was used with the initial value of 0.001. Parameters
of λ and µ used in (2) and (3) were set to 0.002 and 2, respectively.
3.2

Evaluation Metrics

For the evaluation, we firstly employ the Mean Error (ME), which is a commonlyused evaluation
in the task of facial landmark detection. It is defined as,
PNe metric
1
ME = N1e i=1
kp
−
p̂i k2 , where Ne is the number of images in the test
i
K
set, and pi and p̂i denote the manual annotations and predictions, respectively.
Note that the original normalization factor measured by inter-ocular distance
(Euclidean distance between outer eye corners) is not included in this evaluation,
due to the unavailable annotations for the other eye, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
In addition, we use the Cumulative Errors Distribution (CED) curve with the
metrics of Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) and Failure Rate (FR), where a failure
case is considered if the point-to-point Euclidean error is greater than 1.2. Higher
scores of AUC or lower scores of FR demonstrate the larger proportion of the
test set is well predicted.
3
4

https://cifasd.org/
http://www.3dmd.com/
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Fig. 3. Qualitative performance of landmark prediction and heatmap regression on the
test set. Subjects’ eyes are masked for privacy preservation. Better viewed in color.
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3.3

Method

ME ± SD

FR

AUC

FE [22]
FTP [22]
FT [22]
HG [16]
CTD-CD
CTD-ED
CTD-Com

1.822±0.501
1.161±0.261
0.858±0.238
0.879±0.386
0.842±0.246
0.830±0.245
0.829±0.253

94.52%
40.32%
10.65%
12.58%
5.81%
7.74%
6.45%

0.01
0.10
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.32

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on the
test set.

Results and Discussions

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed cross-task representation learning
(CTD) approach, we compare to a widely-used CNN model: stacked Hourglass
(HG) [16] and three variants of fine-tuning [22] without regularization (λ = 0):
Feature Extraction (FE) with freezing the encoder, Fine Tuning Parts (FTP)
without freezing the final convolutional layer of the encoder, and Fine Tuning
(FT) without freezing any layer. In addition, we present an ablation study to
examine the significance of each approach in our proposed CTD, including the
regularization on the classifier output (CTD-CD), the regularization on the encoder output (CTD-ED), and the regularization on both outputs (CTD-Com).
Fig. 3 shows the qualitative comparisons between different models on the test
set. As we can see, the predicted landmarks from the proposed methods generally achieve the better alignment with the ground truth (the first left column)
than the others, and seem to be more robust to difficult pixels especially when
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landmarks are in close proximity (upper lip). One possible reason is that feature
representations generated from the source model encode richer facial semantics,
which make landmark spatial locations more discriminative. Furthermore, the
visualization of predicted heatmaps explains how each compared model responds
to the desired task. We observe that our cross-task representation learning can
effectively suppress spurious responses and improve the feature confidence in
related regions, so that more accurate predictions can be achieved.
On the other hand, Table 1 summarizes the quantitative evaluation by reporting the statistics for each model. Fig. 4 depicts the CED curve which provides
an intuitive understanding of the overall performance of the compared models.
These evaluations above demonstrate that the proposed methods consistently
outperform standard fine-tuning solutions. Moreover, CTD-ED performs slightly
better than CTD-CD considering the scores of ME and AUC. This may be explained by the fact that features from intermediate layers are not only semantic,
and also contain to some extent structural information which is beneficial for localization [7]. Interestingly, CTD-Com using both regularization losses achieves
similar results in CTD-ED, as a result, CTD-ED may be considered as a better
choice for the regularization of transfer learning.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new cross-task representation learning approach
to address the problem of anatomical landmark detection where labeled training
data is limited. The proposed learning approach considered reusing the knowledge from a domain-similar source task as a regularization constraint for learning the target landmark detector. Moreover, several regularization constraints
for the proposed learning approach were considered. Experimental results suggested that the proposed learning approach works well with limited training
samples and outperforms other compared solutions. The proposed approach can
be potentially applied to other related applications in the clinical domain where
the target task has small training set and the source task data is not accessible.
Acknowledgements. This work was done in conjunction with the Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD), which is funded
by grants from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). This work was supported by NIH grant U01AA014809 and EPSRC grant
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